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•Crude oil sale has monopolised
the economy since 1970s when
the neglect of agriculture began.



•Corruption in all sectors of
government control.



•Each state can produce some
crops but do not.



•Plans that are never implemented
because the padded budgets never
get funds as planned and so fail to
be done within the budget year.



•Water management for irrigation
is low. Israel has the best
management of water in the
world though a desert country.
Can we copy and imitate the good
things or do we only learn the
bad?



•Traditional agriculture grows at
rates less than population growth
and many are unable to buy.



•Less knowledgeable are in charge
of agriculture often. It is better
competition is put in place for all
appointments so that the very
best are chosen.



•Crop list that target a few
essential species. Seventy crops
dominate the daily use of plants
in Nigeria. But each state must
make a selected list from these for
use in their specific state plans.



•Livestock list to be developed that
we need. The science is available
to make better choices possible,
but we decide without evidence of
gain.



•Agro-ecology limits not respected.
Such that every state wants to
produce all crops and livestock.
Failure rates are high and
incomplete projects dot
everywhere in Federal and State
ministries.



•General dislike for hard work as
in agriculture. Our fathers came
from village where they got used
to farm work. But the current
generation started with no farms
and thus have not inculcated
farming as a vocation or hobby.



•Gardening is not practiced in the
compound to any large extent
across the populace.



•Universities do not teach proper
agriculture that can be useful as
most graduates come to get
degree without any passion for
the vocation.



•Policies of government that
changes frequently.



•Little appreciation for research
results and research institutes,
thus grants are few apart.



•Banks do not want to give loans to
agriculture.



•High interest rates that farmers
cannot accept.



•Cooperatives not functioning with
adequate trust as they should be.
Judiciary is not reliable for
bringing the cases of
disagreement speedy trials.



•World prices of commodities
fluctuate often and make the price
of farm inputs to become
unprofitable frequently. Cheating
farmers is often.



•Climate and weather changes are
difficult to predict and so we must
put in place remedial operations.
No coordinated application is
seen.



•Low use of good chemicals to
control crop and livestock
production without harming
human consumers. Test before
use is not a usual habit.



•Quality control is low and we
often try to export substandard
materials leading to poor
acceptance of commodities
among foreign buyers.



•Books of agriculture suitable for
Nigeria are few and expensive and
so the knowledge we have so far
are not extended among the next
generation of farmers and
students.



•No commodity board to
coordinate exports.



•Budget allocation to agriculture is
too low. Maputo declaration of
the Africa Union stipulates at
least 10%, but we only allot 1-2%
annually.



•Storage is poor and half of harvest
is lost annually.



•Processing of our produce is low
and poor in quality for use by
consumers. Few good machines.



•Transportation is costly and no
good roads to evaluate food
supplies to urban markets



•Prices and economics of farming
neglected so that we start without
plans and even award contracts
without paper describing what is
to be achieved.



•Low interest in work of the farm
by most who are in the charge and
leadership of the work in both
state and federal. Man-know-man
syndrome in filling positions
leading to poor performance.



•Low government support or guide
to farmers. Many millions are
said to be budgeted but little is
actually released for the
agricultural workers so little or
nothing is achieved.



•Announcements of what
government wants to do with no
plan of how these can be
achieved. Much talk with no
concrete strategy or stepwise
procedure. Four-year plans do not
solve problems.



•No loan facility is easy to get by
right people, due to
administrative and bureaucratic
procedures that delay and end up
in late release or none.



•All are interested without training
or knowledge.



•Craze for quick money without
gestation. Cassava last for 12
months on the field and cocoa
lasts for few years. Hummer jeep
youth cannot wait at all.
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